
Onslaught 
...

Players Pack

Overview:
Onslaught has hit a major point in its life span, it is now 10 years old! To honour that we will host 
the following 10 game systems over a weekend of dice rolling and card flipping. 
Warhammer 40,000, Warmachine / Hordes, Firestorm Armada, Dystopian Wars, Infinity, 
Malifaux and X-Wing all make a return this fall and welcome the following 3 new systems to 
their ranks. Age of Sigmar, Dropzone Commander and Warhammer 30,000 make their debut 
this time around. Although the event is a competition by nature, it is put on to promote the 
community, hobby skills as well as our mutual enthusiasm for the hobby. This year Onslaught is 
being held for the first time at the Kingsway Ramada hotel and conference centre on October 
22nd and 23rd, 2016.

Gaming:
A few things to note…

1) Cheating, stealing and acting disrespectful will not be tolerated. Punishment will be given out 
at the "organizers' discretion", up to and including ejection from the tournament.

2) Respect other people’s property. If something is not yours, ask permission to touch it.

3) Scenarios will be given out at the event.  Sorry, no scenarios will be given out prior to the 
event. Build your army to handle all situations.

4) Terrain is placed on a specific table and may not be moved from table to table.  As well 
terrain may not be moved prior to the match. This is to help speed up game play.

5) first round matches are random and future rounds are based on win/loss.

6) Players are encouraged to resolve rules disputes themselves. If an organizer or judge is 
called in to make a decision, their ruling is final on the matter.

7) Make sure to bring everything needed for play…



Army
Rulebook  (must have hard/digital copy)
Army book (must have hard/digital copy)
FAQs (photo copies allowed)
Dice (scatter, artillery and regular)
Card decks (objectives and tactical)
Time clock (Warmachine / Hordes)
Measuring implements
Objective markers
Templates
6 Copies of army list (typed please)
Glue for emergencies

Event list:
Here is the list of game for Onslaught and the days they will 
be played on...

Warhammer 40K: Sat Oct 22nd (3 games)
Age of Sigmar: Sat Oct 22nd (3 games)
Firestorm Armada: Sat Oct 22nd (3 games)
Malifaux: Sat Oct 22nd (3 games)
Infinity: Sat Oct 22nd (4 games)

Warhammer 40K: Sun Oct 23rd (2 games)
Dystopian Wars: Sun Oct 23rd (3 games)
Horus Heresy (30K): Sun Oct 23rd (3 games)
Dropzone Commander: Sun Oct 23rd (3 games)
Warmachine / Hordes: Sun Oct 23rd (4 games)
X-Wing: Sun Oct 23rd (4 games)

*Note that Warhammer 40K runs for both days for a total of 5 games over the weekend.

Generalship:
All scenarios will clearly state what the requirements are for the different levels of victory. At the 
end of the day you will be awarded a generalship score from all the points you gained 
throughout the day. In some systems you can also gain bonus points in each game for 
generalship by achieving special objectives. These bonus points are only used for your 
generalship score. The player with the most points at the end of the day will win our best 
general trophy.

 
Presentation:
All models for this event must be painted a minimum of three colors and the bases must have 
texture on them or be painted something other than black or white. Flying stands can remain 
clear if the player wishes. Any models that do not meet these requirements will be counted as 
being destroyed before the game begins. Do not help your opponents this way. Models are also 
required to be wysiwyg (what you see is what you get) i.e. no plasma cannons as a stand in for 
missile launchers. Events organizers will chose the top three armies for each system and award 
a trophy to the top presentation player.



Sportsmanship:
Sportsmanship will be handled as a simple thumbs-up, thumbs-down check box on the results 
sheet.

The temptation to ding someone on sports after a tough loss is often too much for many players 
to resist. We therefore are providing a very narrowly defined set of terms under which a player 
may mark their opponent with a thumbs down mark on sportsmanship.

Legitimate reasons to give an opponent a thumbs down on sports:

-Your opponent was 15 or more minutes late to the round.
-Your opponent was verbally abusive. This does not mean you argued with your opponent or 
that your personalities clashed, but that they were verbally abusive and insulting.
-Your opponent intentionally cheated. Be prepared to support your case to a judge.
-Your opponent used an army list that was invalid. Be able to show your findings to a judge.
-Your opponent slow played. We define slow playing as not completing 3 game turns of play.
In the case of 20 or less minutes left to play, divide the time remaining between players to 
complete one full GAME turn. Time each other during this period to ensure that each player has 
an equal amount of time to complete a full game turn. If one player does not finish within their 
limit, the other player can force them to stop and then begin their turn. This mechanic is in place 
to ensure no one is slow played out of a turn of play.

What does NOT constitute a thumbs down on sports?

-You argued over rules with your opponent.
-Your opponent beat you.
-You didn’t like your opponent’s army.

A negative mark on sportsmanship will be met with administrative action as follows:

First thumbs down: A verbal warning from a judge, up to reversing a win to a loss.
Second thumbs down: Reversing a win to a loss, up to disqualification from any prize support.
Third thumbs down: disqualification from any prize support, up to expulsion from the event with 
no refund of the ticket price.
Fourth thumbs down: Expulsion from the event with no refund of the ticket price.

High Five
 At the last round, players will have to "high five" a player with whom they played against during 
the day and had the most fun against. The player with the most high fives in their system will 
win the best sportsman trophy. Ties will be broken with generalship score and then painting 
scores if needed.

Ties:
In case of a Generalship tie, High Fives will be used then presentation if needed. 



Odd numbers / byes:
Every effort will go into making sure we have an opponent for you to play each round but 
sometimes the best laid plans go awry. In that case the player with the lowest score will get a 
bye and receive a win on their score card as well as a thumbs up for sportsmanship. You can 
never receive more than 1 bye at the event.

 Prizes:
Trophies will be given to the top player in each of the following categories for each system. We 
will, however, be announcing the top three competitors in each of the categories. Trophies will 
be given out at the end of the day.

General, Presentation, Sportsman

We also will be having some sponsors helping out at Onslaught this time around. Some local 
groups and stores will be donating some extra prizes to be given out during our awards 
ceremony. More details will be posted as they happen.

Warhammer 40,000
For this event we will be using the 7th edition rules for Warhammer 40,000. 40k games will use 
the random game length rule or end when time is called. Please try to make sure you have 
played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with these editions. You 
will be playing four games throughout the course of the day and gaining points along the way 
(points are explained in "relevant" sections).

Warhammer 40K will be played on Sat the 22nd and Sun the 23rd. 5 games will be played over 
the course of both days.
There are a total of 64 spots for this event. 
Cost for this event is $80.

The time table for 40K is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Saturday
Registration:9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 3:45pm
Game 3: 3:45pm - 6:15pm

Sunday
Registration:9:30am - 10:00am
Game 1: 10:00am - 12:30pm
Lunch: 12:30pm - 1:30pm
Game 2: 1:30pm - 4:00pm



Points for Warhammer 40K are set at 1850. Your total points cannot exceed that number. 
Onslaught is a part of the ITC tournament circuit for Warhammer 40K. We will be used the ITC 
FAQ's for disputes if the Games Workshop version does not address the rule / issue. One list is 
used for the entire event so please make sure it can handle anything. Armies must be selected 
using the most recent version of the codex or army book. However, if a brand new book has 
been out for less then 30 days prior to the event, the previous edition must be used. All rules for 
force selection from the current edition of the main rulebook are in effect. The army lists can be 
created from all current army books, codices and supplements. Remember to bring your 
physical copy or legally purchased digital copy of all your rules. Photocopies and PDF's are not 
permitted. Scenarios will be provided for players on the day of the event.

Army composition will be as follows, 

1,850pts

Battle Forged armies, only. No Unbound lists.

An army may be built using up to three Detachments.
ITC Faction: Note on your army list which Faction has the most points in it, this will count as 
your ITC Faction for scoring purposes.

An army may duplicate a single Detachment, one time.
Example: A list may include 2 CADs, but not 3 CADs. Or, a single CAD, and 2 Allied 
Detachments. Or, 3 Formations, 2 of which are the same Formation, etc.
Note: This includes “Decurion Style” Detachments which are comprised of multiple datasheets 
and Formations. They may only take a single duplicate Formation, one time within the “Decurion 
Style” Detachment, although they make take duplicate Data Slate units within the Detachment if 
permitted to do so. Example: Necrons may take the Decurion with 2 Canoptek Harvest 
formations within it, but no other duplicate formations.
Note: “Decurion Style” Detachments comprised of multiple sub-detachments count as 1 
detachment towards the 3 detachment limit.

A Detachment may not be included in an army if it is Come the Apocalypse allies with another 
Detachment in the army.

All current source material is allowed, including GW Codexes, Data Slates, Formations, current 
and experimental Forge World units. The Forge World army lists below are allowed. Please 
note, Horus Heresy/30K Forge World units are not allowed.

The Death from the Skies Supplement is not used in standard ITC tournaments at this time. 

Army lists in Imperial Armor 14: The Siege of Vraks: The Death Korps of Krieg and Renegades 
of Vraks.

Army lists in Imperial Armor 13: War Machines of the Lost and the Damned: Renegades and 
Heretics.



Army lists in Imperial Armor 12: Minotaurs Chapter, and the Death Korps of Kreig Assault 
Brigade. Note: All units in these Army List are played exactly as they are listed, points cost, 
stats, etc. You can not use the stats or points cost listed in the respective Codicies, even in the 
case where a unit has the same name unless noted otherwise.
Exception: The Dark Harvest army list is not allowed, although 40k approved units in it that can 
be purchased outside of the Dark Harvest detachment, are allowed.

Army lists in Imperial Armor 11: Eldar Corsairs.

Army lists in Imperial Armor 4, 2nd Ed: Detachment D-99 and the Red Scorpions Chapter 
Tactics and Characters. Note: The Inquisitorial Experimental Detachment Warlord Trait bonus 
and penalties may be selected at the beginning of each game.

Army lists in Imperial Armor 3, 2nd Ed: Elysian Drop Troops and Imperial Guard Tallarn upgrade 
and Mukaali Rough Riders. Note: All units in this Army List are played exactly as they are listed, 
points cost, stats, etc. You can not use the stats or points cost listed in Codex: Astra Militarum 
even in the case where a unit has the same name unless noted otherwise.
Exception: Where units are listed as having the Junior or Senior Officer special rules, reference 
the Voice of Command rules in Codex: Astra Militarum.

Army lists in Imperial Armor 1, 2nd Ed: Armored Battle Group. Note: All units in this Army List 
are played exactly as they are listed, points cost, stats, etc. You can not use the stats or points 
cost listed in Codex: Astra Militarum even in the case where a unit has the same name.

Reference the ITC Imperial Armor Unit Index for the most recent rules for Forge World units.

Regardless of Detachments, no more than 1 Fortification and/or 1 Super Heavy/Gargantuan 
Lord of War may be taken from the allowed LoW list, below.
Exception: One detachment in your army may include an Imperial Knight. So long as the 
detachment restrictions allow for multiple LoW, you may exceed the 0-1 LoW restriction within 
this detachment so long as all other LoW are also Imperial Knights.
Exception: One detachment in your army may include a unit of Tau Stormsurge. This unit may 
contain more than one Stormsurge model.
Note: A Fortification does not count as a model in your army for the purposes of gaining 
detachment special rules unless that detachment specifically mentions Fortifications as 
benefiting form them.

Selection Criteria: We use the following guidelines to determine which Super Heavy/Gargantuan 
Creature LoW are allowed into the ITC format. A LoW choice is allowed so long as it does not 
violate any of the following:
It has a larger than 5″ blast D Weapon.
It has a Hellstorm Template weapon with Torrent.
It has a larger than 5″ blast weapon that ignores cover.
Is a Super Heavy Flyer or Flying Gargantuan Creature.
It has a “Titan” stat line. We mean by this LoW that have a stat line similar to or better than any 
of the Titan class Super Heavy Vehicles (Warhound, Revenant, etc.), Titan class Gargantuan 
Creatures (Hierophant), or Daemon Lords.



Exception: If a LoW has easy access to means to violate the above criteria such as through 
Psychic Powers, or wargear such as Marker Lights paired with a LoW with a larger than 5″ blast 
weapon, etc. In the case that we can simply disallow the wargear item we do that instead such 
as with the Battle of Keylak Legacy of Glory on Imperial LoW.
Exception: We allow units that violate one or more of the above guidelines in if they prove to 
not be overwhelming in power. To date, this has only been done to allow in some Super Heavy 
Flyers.

If one player has a Super Heavy/Gargantuan LoW and the other does not, the player without 
can roll on the Escalation Warlord Table and gains +1 to Seize the Initiative.

Allowed Super Heavy/Gargantuan LoW
Note: all non-super heavy/gargantuan LoW are allowed, such as Dante or Azrael.
Adepta Sororitas
Cerastus Knights: Acheron, Castigator, Lancer, Atrapos
Questoris Knight Magaera
Marauder Bomber: NOTE: No Hellstorm Bombs may be taken.
Marauder Destroyer
Astra Militarum
Baneblade
Banehammer
Banesword
Captain Maximillian Weiseman
Cerastus Knights: Acheron, Castigator, Lancer, Atrapos
Questoris Knight Magaera
Crassus Armored Assault Carrier
Dominus Armored Siege Bombard
Doomhammer
Gorgon Heavy Transporter
Fortress of Arrogance
Macharius: Heavy Tank, Vanquisher, Vulcan, Omega
Malcador: Heavy Tank, Annihilator, Deffender
Marauder Bomber: NOTE: No Hellstorm Bombs may be taken.
Marauder Destroyer
Minotaur Artillery Tank
Shadowsword
Stormblade
Stormlord
Valdor Tank Hunter
Chaos
Chaos Fellblade
Greater Brass Scorpion of Khorne
Khorne Lord of Skulls
Chaos Knight (Only available to Chaos Space Marines, Chaos Daemons and Daemonkin)
Kytan Daemon Engine of Khorne (Only available to Chaos Space Marines, Chaos Daemons 
and Daemonkin)
Chaos Renegades & Heretics/Renegades of Vraks
May select any of the allowed Super Heavy/Gargantuan Creature Lords of War listed under 
Chaos or Astra Militarum on this page that are available to them in their respective army lists.



Eldar
Wraithknight
Skathach Wraithknight
Scorpion
Lynx NOTE: The Lynx is now a Heavy Support choice. May not take Sonic Lance.
Grey Knights
Cerastus Knights: Acheron, Castigator, Lancer, Atrapos
Questoris Knight Magaera
Marauder Bomber: NOTE: No Hellstorm Bombs may be taken.
Marauder Destroyer
Necrons
Gauss Pylon
Obelisk
Tessaract Vault
Orks
Gargantuan Squiggoth
Kustom Battle Fortress
Kill Krusha Tank
Kill Blasta
Lifta Wagon
Skullhammer Tank
Stompa
Big Mek Stompa
Boss Mek Buzzgob (Can only be taken in armies that contain 
only Ork faction models).
Space Marines
Note: No Space marine Lord of War may take the Battle of Kyelek Legacy of Glory
Cerastus Knights: Acheron, Castigator, Lancer, Atrapos
Questoris Knight Magaera
Cerberus Heavy Tank Destroyer
Fellblade
Marauder Bomber: NOTE: No Hellstorm Bombs may be taken.
Marauder Destroyer
Tau
Orca Dropship
Tiger Shark Fighter Bomber
Stormsurge
Tyranids
Heirodule: Barbed and Scythed

Fortifications
All fortification data slates and upgrades from the Stronghold Assault book and data slates such 
as the Plasma Obliterator are allowed. The Macro Cannon Aquila Strongpoint and the Vortex 
Missile Aquila Strongpoint are not allowed.
No Fortification Networks may be taken. We define a Fortification Network as those listed as 
such in their dataslate or a dataslate with more than 1 Fortification in it such as the Tidewall 
Gunfort.



Age of Sigmar
For this event we will be using the pitched battle rules for all games and army construction. AoS 
games will last 5 rounds, until time is called or scenario objectives have been met. Please try to 
make sure you have played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go 
with these editions. You will be playing three games throughout the course of the day and 
gaining points along the way (points are explained in "relevant" sections).

Age of Sigmar will be played on Sat the 22nd. 3 games will be played.
There are a total of 16 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40

The time table for Age of Sigmar is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 3:45pm
Game 3: 3:45pm - 6:15pm

Points for Age of Sigmar are set at 2000. Your total points cannot exceed that number. One list 
is used for the entire event so please make sure it can handle anything. Armies must be 
selected using the most recent version of the Warscrolls Compendiums, Battletomes and Grand 
Alliance books. However, if a brand new book has been out for less then 30 days prior to the 
event, it cannot be used. All rules for force selection from the General's Handbook are in effect. 
Remember to bring your physical copy or legally purchased digital copy of all your rules. 
Photocopies and PDF's are not permitted. Scenarios will be provided for players on the day of 
the event. All scenarios will be from the General's Handbook and is suggested to familiarize 
yourself with these.

Note: There is only one "house rule" for this event and it is that players will measure all moves 
and distances from base edge to base edge of their models. Bases may not overlap and bases 
are considered space taken up by the model.

Other events you can also play in are X-Wing, Dropzone Commander, Horus Heresy (30K), or 
Dystopian Wars.



Firestorm Armada
For this event we will be using the 2nd edition rules for Firestorm Armada. Firestorm games will 
use the random game length rule or end when time is called. Please try to make sure you have 
played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with these editions. You 
will be playing three games throughout the course of the day and gaining points along the way 
(points are explained in "relevant" sections).

Firestorm Armada will be played on Sat the 22nd. 3 games will be played.
There are a total of 10 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40.

The time table for Firestorm Armada is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 3:45pm
Game 3: 3:45pm - 6:15pm

Points for Firestorm Armada are set at 
1200. Your total points cannot exceed 
that number. One list is used for the 
entire event so please make sure it can 
handle anything. Any models released to 
the public prior to the event date will be 
permitted for use. Armies must be 
selected using the most recent version of 
the codex or army book. All rules for 
force selection from the current edition of 
the main rulebook are in effect. fleet lists 
to include the following: Location of the 
Star Admiral, TAC cards, SRS wing 
types being purchased. Remember to 
bring your physical copy or digital copy 
of all your rules as well as all your 
measuring implements. Photocopies of 
rules are not permitted. Scenarios will be provided for players on the day of the event.

Other events you can also play in are, Horus Heresy (30K), Warmachine / Hordes,
 Dropzone Commander, Dystopian Wars and X-Wing.



Dystopian Wars
For this event we will be using the 2.0 edition rules for Dystopian Wars. Dystopian games will 
last 6 rounds or until time is called. Please try to make sure you have played a game or two with 
these rule sets and that it is not your first go with these editions. You will be playing three games 
throughout the course of the day and gaining points along the way (points are explained in 
"relevant" sections).

Dystopian Wars will be played on Sun the 23rd. 3 games will be played.
There are a total of 10 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40.

The time table for Dystopian Wars is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 3:45pm
Game 3: 3:45pm - 6:15pm

Points for Dystopian Wars are set at 1200. Your total points cannot exceed that number. One list 
is used for the entire event so please make sure it can handle anything. Any models released to 
the public prior to the event date will be permitted for use. Armies must be selected using the 
most recent version of the army book. All list will be using a naval core list. Make sure to include 
TAC cards and wing types being purchased for your fleet. Invaders will not be permitted. All 
rules for force selection from the current edition of the main rulebook are in effect. Remember to 
bring your physical copy or digital copy of all your rules. Photocopies are not permitted. 
Scenario will be provided for players on the day of the event.

Other events you can also play in are, Firestorm Armada, Malifaux, 
Infinity, Age of Sigmar and X-Wing.



Warmachine / Hordes
For this event we will be using the 3rd edition rules for Warmachine / Hordes Please try to make 
sure you have played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with 
these editions. You will be playing four games throughout the course of the day and gaining 
points along the way (points are explained in "relevant" sections).

Warmachine / Hordes will be played on Sun the 23rd. 4 games will be played.
There are a total of 16 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40.

The time table for Warmachine / Hordes is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 11:30am
Break: 11:30am - 11:45am
Game 2: 11:45am - 1:45pm
Lunch: 1:45pm - 2:45pm
Game 3: 2:45pm - 4:45pm
Break: 4:45pm - 5:00pm
Game 4: 5:00pm - 7:00pm

Points for Warmachine / Hordes are set at 75. Your total points cannot exceed that number. This 
event will follow the rules for a steamroller 2016 events with the following variants in place, 
Army list: Baseline
Painting: Basic painting (bases also must have something to them)
Number of rounds: (4) round event
Round timing: Deathclock
Game: Baseline
Victory: Baseline
Final standings: Control point scoring

Any models released to the general 
public prior to the event date will be 
permitted for use. Armies must be 
selected using steamroller rules. All 
rules for force selection from the 
current edition of the main rulebook are 
in effect. Remember to bring your 
physical copy or legally purchased 
digital copy of all your rules. The War 
room app can be used.Photocopies are 
not permitted. Steamroller scenarios 
that will be used will be provided for 
players on the day of the event.

Other events you can also play in are, Firestorm Armada, Infinity, Age of Sigmar and Malifaux



Infinity
For this event we will be using the most current rules of play for Infinity. (3rd edition) Infinity  
games will end when he mission end or when time is called whichever is first. ITS tournament 
pack 2016 will be used so make sure you have 2 army list ready for the event. Please try to 
make sure you have played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go 
with these editions. You will be playing four games throughout the course of the day and gaining 
points along the way (points are explained in "relevant" sections).

Infinity will be played on Sat the 22nd.
There are a total of 10 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40

The time table for Infinity is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 11:30am
Break: 11:30am - 11:45am
Game 2: 11:45am - 1:45pm
Lunch: 1:45pm - 2:45pm
Game 3: 2:45pm - 4:45pm
Break: 4:45pm - 5:00pm
Game 4: 5:00pm - 7:00pm

Onslaught will use the following variants 
for this Octobers Infinity event.
Tier: Mid tier (300 points)
Operation: Joint operations
Extras: None

Any models released to the general public prior to the event 
date will be permitted for use. Remember to bring your 
physical copy or digital copy of all your rules. Photocopies are not permitted. Painting 
requirements will follow the Onslaught minimum as mentioned in the painting section.

Here is the list of scenarios for each of the rounds. 

Round 1: Supplies 
Round 2: Firefight
Round 3: Frontline
Round 4: Antenna field  

Makes sure to bring objective markers / tokens / card decks

Other events you can also play in are, Dropzone Commander, Warmachine / Hordes,
 Horus Heresy (30K), Dystopian Wars, and X-Wing.



Malifaux 
For this event we will be using the most current rules of play for Malifaux . (2nd edition) Malifaux   
games will end when the scenario ends or when time is called whichever is first. Each player will 
have to declare a single faction for this event. All of your games in the tournament must be 
using this faction. Please try to make sure you have played a game or two with these rule sets 
and that it is not your first go with these editions. You will be playing four games throughout the 
course of the day and gaining points along the way (points are explained in "relevant" sections).

Malifaux  will be played on Sat the 22nd.
There are a total of 16 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40

The time table for Malifaux is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 3:45pm
Game 3: 3:45pm - 6:15pm

Points for Malifaux are set at 50 soulstones. Your total points cannot exceed that number. Make 
sure to declare your crew faction when you sign up. Please refer to the 2016 gaining grounds 
document for possible questions. Painting requirements will follow the Onslaught minimum as 
mentioned in the painting section. Remember to bring your physical copy or digital copy of all 
your rules. Photocopies are not permitted.

Here is the list of strategies for the rounds. Schemes will be given at the start of the event.

Round 1: Collect the bounty, standard deployment 
Round 2: Interference, flank deployment
Round 3: Stake a Claim, corner deployment 

Other events you can also play in are, Dystopian 
Wars, X-Wing, Horus Heresy (30K), Dropzone 
Commander and Warmachine / Hordes.



X-Wing

For this event we will be using the most current rules of play for X-Wing. X-Wing games will end 
when time is called. Please try to make sure you have played a game or two with these rule sets 
and that it is not your first go with these editions. You will be playing five games throughout the 
course of the day and gaining points along the way (points are explained in "relevant" sections). 
Good news! Last Onslaught X-Wing sold out so we are adding more spots for this event.

X-Wing will be played on Sun the 23rd.
There are a total of 32 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $30.

The time table for X-Wing is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 8:30am - 9:00am
Game 1: 9:00am - 10:30am
Break: 10:30am - 10:45am
Game 2: 10:45am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 3: 1:15pm - 2:45pm
Break: 2:45pm - 3:00pm
Game 4: 3:00pm - 4:30pm
Break: 4:30pm - 4:45pm
Game 5: 4:45pm -  6:15pm

Points for X-Wing are set at 100. 
Your total points cannot exceed that 
number. One list is used for the 
entire event so please make sure it 
can handle anything. Any models 
released to the general public prior to 
the event date will be permitted for 
use. Fleets cannot include the 
Tantive IV or the rebel transport ship. 
3rd party tokens and templates are 
permitted. Fleets must be chosen 
from a single faction. Remember to 
bring your physical copy or digital 
copy of all your rules. Photocopies 
are not permitted. Scenarios will be 
provided for players on the day of the 
event.

Other events you can also play in are, Firestorm Armada, Infinity, Age of Sigmar and Malifaux.



Dropzone Commander
For this event we will be using the 1.1 edition rules for Dropzone Commander. Dropzone games 
will last 6 rounds or until time is called. Please try to make sure you have played a game or two 
with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with this edition. You will be playing three 
games throughout the course of the day and gaining points along the way (points are explained 
in "relevant" sections).

Dystopian Wars will be played on Sun the 23rd. 3 games will be played.
There are a total of 10 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40.

The time table for Dropzone Commander is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 3:45pm
Game 3: 3:45pm - 6:15pm

You will need to pick a 1500 point clash army from either UCM, Scourge, PHR, Shaltari, or 
Resistance. The standard limits of a maximum of 6 Battlegroups apply and remember that no 
more than 1/3rd of your points can be spent on any one Battlegroup (Excluding points spent on 
Commanders). Also Shaltari players remember that the Gate Battlegroup does not count 
towards the maximum limit. One list is used for the entire event so please make sure it can 
handle anything. Any models released to the public prior to the event date will be permitted for 
use. Armies must be selected using the most recent version of the army book. Remember to 
bring your physical copy or digital copy of all your rules. Photocopies are not permitted. This 
tournament will use 3 scenarios selected from the official Hawk Wargames Tournament Pack 
2016. Scenarios will be provided for players on the day of the event.

Other events you can also play in are, Firestorm Armada, Malifaux, Infinity, and Age of Sigmar



Horus Heresy (30K)
Horus Heresy will last 3 rounds or until time is called. Please try to make sure you have played 
a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with this system. This will be a 
somewhat narrative event, make sure when you sign up you confirm that you will be playing 
either loyalist, traitor or mechanicum. Match ups throughout the day will be based on where your 
loyalties lie. You will be playing three games throughout the course of the day and gaining points 
along the way (points are explained in "relevant" sections).

Horus Heresy will be played on Sun the 23rd. 3 games will be played.
There are a total of 10 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40.

The time table for Horus Heresy is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 3:45pm
Game 3: 3:45pm -  6:16pm

Players will bring a single 2,000 point 
detachment chosen from the various 
Horus Heresy Books using the Force 
Organization Chart shown. A single Lord 
of War worth up to 25% of your total points 
may be taken. If you wish, this choice may be a Knight Titan of any type. A single Fortication 
that does not exceed 100pts may also be taken. Please bring a few extra copies of your army 
list for your opponents. All Warlord Traits will be rolled from an appropriate Heresy Era chart, not 
from the 40k Rulebook. Remember to bring your physical copy or digital copy of all your rules. 
Photocopies are not permitted. Scenario will be provided for players on the day of the event.

Restrictions:
Allied detachments are NOT allowed. Dark Age Relics, Knightly Heirlooms, the Questoris Knight 
Crusade Army List, Shattered Legions, Armoured Breakthrough Rite of war and the “Primarchs 
Chosen” Rite of War will NOT be allowed in this event. Only Horus Heresy material that 
released prior to October 1st, 2016 will be allowed in this event. However all rules designated as 
“Experimental” will not be in play, regardless of the release date.

Other events you can also play in are, Firestorm Armada, Malifaux, Infinity, and Age of Sigmar.



Ninth Age Fantasy
For this event we will be using The 9th Age edition 1.0.0 rules.  Ninth Age games will use the 
random game length rule or end when time is called. Please try to make sure you have played a 
game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with these editions. You will be 
playing three games throughout the course of the day and gaining points along the way (points 
are explained in "relevant" sections).

Ninth Age Fantasy will be played on Sun the 23rd. 3 games will be played.
There are a total of 16 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40.

The time table for Ninth Age Fantasy is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 3:45pm
Game 3: 3:45pm - 6:15pm

Points for Ninth Age Fantasy are set at 2500. Your total points cannot exceed that number. One 
list is used for the entire event so please make sure it can handle anything. Armies must be 
selected using the most recent version of the army book. All rules for force selection from the 
current edition of the main rulebook are in effect. Armies may be selected from the following 
army books.

Beast Herds
Daemon Legions
Dread Elves
Dwarves Holds
Empire of Sonnstahl
Highborn Elves
Infernal Dwarves
Kingdom of Eqitaine
Ogre Khans
Orcs and Goblins
Saurian Ancients
Sylvan Elves
The Vermin Swarm
Undying Dynasties
Vampire Covenant
Warriors of the Dark Gods

Remember to bring your physical copy or digital copy of all your rules as well as all your 
measuring implements. Scenarios will be provided for players on the day of the event.

Other events you can also play in are, Firestorm Armada, Malifaux, Infinity and Age of Sigmar.



Filler, manufacturers' models, conversions and scratchbuilds:
Some gamers like to make filler dioramas for the middle of their Warhammer Fantasy units. 
Onslaught will approve a maximum of 25 model spots in your army total to be built as these filler 
units
Some model companies are filling the gaps of models not made by GW as well as some 
amazing models in general. Onslaught will let players field a maximum of 40 models that are not 
part of the GW model range to be played in either Age of Sigmar or Warhammer 40K.

Warmachine / Hordes models must be from the Privateer Press model line.

Dystopian Wars and Firestorm Armada models must be from the Spartan games model line.

X-Wing models must be from Fantasy flight games.

Malifaux models must be be from the Wyrd minatures line.

Infinity models must be from Corvus Belli. 

Dropzone Commander models must be from Hawk Wargames.

When bringing a conversion, make sure it is in the spirit of the system you are playing in and 
that the model contains elements of the original. Ask the organizers if unsure.

Scratchbuild models will not be permitted at the event if there is an existing model made for the 
list entry in question. This is to ensure scale is correct. Modelling for advantage is frowned upon. 
Again, ask the organizers if unsure.

Basing your models on a base too large for it is also modelling for advantage and not permitted. 
If in doubt, email the organizers. 

Army List Notes:
Army lists will be self policed for this year's Onslaught. Make sure to properly construct your list. 
If there is a discrepancy at the event, it could result in a game result being turned over to your 
opponent or even disqualification from the event itself!  Make sure to add correctly! Top players 
may be ask to submit their list for further review. Please make sure to bring a printed list for all 
your opponents throughout the day as well as the organizer. It is up to the player to make sure 
that everything is correct.

Psychic disciplines for Warhammer 40,000 that are available to the psyker must be written into 
your army list. The powers themselves are rolled for at the start of each tournament game. 
Wizard lores must also be written down for each spellcaster when submitting your list. Roll for 
spells before each game.

When bringing your list to the event make sure it is typed and not hand written. Remember to 
bring your physical / digital copy of all your rules, photocopies are not permitted. If your army is 
themed in a questionable manner please contact the organizers to gain approval. Specific 
Forgeworld 40K models and Warhammer forge lists and models are approved for this 
event. Models or lists not mentioned above cannot be used.



Extras:
Cameras are welcome to the event!

Spectators are welcome but are asked not to interfere with the games.
If you have problems finding the venue, contact Ward at (780) 990-2899

If you have any other questions please e-mail edmontononslaught@gmail.com
Join our Facebook group at Edmonton Onslaught for this and other upcoming events. 
Guest are more than welcome to attend our late night hangout at the Arbour Lounge at 

the Ramada. Come have a drink and hear about the games played that day!

Venue:
The tournament is located at the Ramada Edmonton Hotel & Conference Centre, 

11834 Kingsway, Edmonton, AB, CA. T5G 3J5. 
The date for this event is Oct 22nd and 23rd, 2016.

If you need, there is a block of rooms set aside for the event. If you need to rent a room 
for the event you can use the code "CGONSL" in order to save on your room. In order 

to use the code, you will have to book over the phone and not online. The phone 
number to book your room is (780) 454-5454.

There will also be a few extra amenities at the new venue, Wifi for attendees, a cash bar 
as well as Arbour Lounge that will be a good hangout on Saturday night for recounting 
your hard fought battles of the day. The Arbour Lounge will also have a few signature 

cocktails for participants to try if they dare. 

mailto:edmontononslaught@gmail.com


Signing up:
This Onslaught event will happen on Oct 22nd and 23rd, 2016.

 Lock in a spot by contacting Ward and paying the registration fee ahead of time.
Check out the website and sign up now at http://edmontononslaught.webs.com/
Note: you must sign up for the site if you wish to use PayPal for your registration.

You can also pay with an e-transfer to edmontononslaught@gmail.com
Use the password Onslaught when using an e-transfer.

 Make sure to include your name, event, army, club/group affiliation and phone number.
Questions can be sent to edmontononslaught@gmail.com

Join the Edmonton Onslaught Facebook page for this and other gaming events.
No refunds will be provided, however your purchase can be 

transferred to another player.

Notes:
Lunch is not provided for this event, however the hotel itself has a restaurant and there 

are several other options close by.

This event is being supported by local gaming stores, podcasts and clubs. Check out 
the Onslaught website for a complete list of sponsors.

When signing up you are required to provide a full name, phone number, email, 
club/group affiliation and army type that you plan on playing.

Selling out:
To avoid missing out, sign up early. If the event your interested in does indeed sell out, 
We will have an "on deck" list he can put your name on in case someone is unable to 
attend. Be warned, showing up at the door does not guarantee a spot at the event. Also 
players that are late by 15 minutes from the start time of game one run the risk of losing 
their spot to an "on deck" player. Hope to see you this fall!

http://edmontononslaught.webs.com/
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